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OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, JAN-
UARY 7, 1920.

Fellow Members: —I am again beholden to you, nay
more than that, deeply indebted to you for this continuance
of your esteem and confidence in my executive service. But
let me assure you that, while my past year’s experience as
your presiding officer has been of value, it is not possible for
me to give any greater measure of devotion and service than
that which I have been proud to give since the first bestowal
of this signal honor. It is my hope that you will continue to
realize that I am still but your servant, elected by your favor
and suffrage, and that as your spokesman from this chair I
am simply seeking to voice your will and the will of your
splendid constituencies which unitedly constitute our Com-
monwealth.

The problems which confront us this year are also of re-
constructive tenor, but none the less fundamental to the
financial development and equilibrium of the State. Not the
least of which will be, primarily, further rehabilitation of
street railways, and, secondly, though by no means subordi-
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nate in importance, the adaptation to Massachusetts of the
plan of railroad reorganization as will be evolved from the
compromise in Congress on the Cummins Edge hills. This
latter problem indeed touches the very vitals of our economic
resources by reason of the holding of a multitude of securities
by our fiduciary institutions, particularly the savings banks.

Security of Savings and Insurance Funds.

So, too, the State must see to it that every deposit of
savings in every institution authorized and supervised by the
Commonwealth shall be rigorously safeguarded both as to
principal and to interest, and bulwarked against any specula-
tion or indiscretion of management which may in the slight-
est degree impair the validity of our established reputation.
Our banking laws have been created, stabilized and developed
in the interest of and for the protection of the comparatively
small depositor, and in many cases the savings of his life
time. Any innovation which will break down or impair the
security of this barrier is a menace to the security and com-
fort of the public at large.

Nor is it less well known that with the growth and de-
velopment of our insurance provisions, the modern industrial
policy differs little from the savings deposit. We have never
permitted any company to do business in Massachusetts
which was incompetent to pay upon demand by lack of
sufficient and ready funds, nor should we allow the widow
and orphan or the residuary legatee to be exploited by any
company which fails to meet the safe and conservative
Massachusetts standard.

Economy vs. Faddish.

A like protectorate is owed by the Legislature, as the repre-
sentatives of the people, over the limitless funds entrusted to
its care, and which flow into its coffers through the channel
of taxation. The State may not create or develop any fad or
fancy of the moment without paying roundly for it and
assessing the cost thereof upon its army of taxpayers. Al-
ready our net per capita indebtedness exceeds that of any
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other state in the Union, and doubles that of the Empire
State, and many conservative and plain people well believe
that it is high time to banish a sumptuary and socialistic
program which seeks to encumber the State with those obli-
gations which decent and self-respecting citizens expect to
meet themselves. The vast majority of the people of Massa-
chusetts are neither mendicants nor are they seeking for
alms; they are well able to earn a living and are generally
earning it, and, under the guise of false philanthropy, resent
added taxation occasioned only by the sloth and extravagance
of others.

Survey of Municipal Finance.
The economies and conservatism of the State should not

fail to find an equal and generous response in a like economy
and conservatism in the financial management of its cities
and towns, all of whom under the Massachusetts code are
chartered and created by the Commonwealth. It is indeed
only a matter of time when Massachusetts will insist that
there be uniform municipal accounting. Since this great
burden of taxation has been apportioned to them, they should
not hesitate to share in those uniformities which shall assure
them of a rigorous economy squarely consistent with progress.
This may be best accomplished by a parallel survey of mu-
nicipal finance through the media of uniform municipal
accounting, which shall enable their genuine leaders, by com-
parative study, to reduce their local taxation by profiting by
the economies of other localities.

Physical Welfare.
The selective draft has done much to reveal the actual

physical condition of that generation presently attaining man-
hood. And while primarily of value to the federal govern-
ment to determine qualification for military service, it
afforded the State a veritable census of its normal physical
capacity. Whatever deficiencies were thus exhibited, afford
a ready and immediate field for legislative relief. As a

sound body is the necessity of a sound mind”, it will well
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behoove the State, through statutory channels, to elevate the
standard and capacity of its young manhood upon lines
which will ensure permanent progress.

Markets.
Of recent date our Legislature created a bureau of markets,

and we should see to it that under the operation of that
bureau the products of the soil are so regulated that, on the
one hand, the people may secure a variety of product, and a
distribution of it as will prevent concentration and over
supply at a single point, and, on the other hand, the farmer
may be enabled to find a ready market. So, too, we shall be
in a position to yield greater aid after March first by the
domestic control of every avenue of transportation. Our
industrial predominance should not make us forget the con-
siderable obligation we bear to those agricultural communities
upon whom we continue to rely for moderate-priced sub-
sistence.

Profiteering.

The activities and scrutiny of our Commission on the
Necessaries of Life have been indeed of exceedingly great
help, yet the State certainly stands ready, if the law is inade-
quate, to grant every legislative means to suppress and re-
press the inordinate and extortionate profiteer.

Reforestation.
Our program of conservation is not complete without an

adequate solution as to what shall be done with that enor-
mous acreage recently acquired by the State through its
forestry commission. Some 12,000 acres have been pur-
chased; and, in pursuance of our original policy, it is well
worth while to suggest the reforestation of these tracts to the
lasting and permanent benefit of the generations which shall
succeed us.
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Conservation of Hydraulic Power.
In our general program of economy, we must not neglect

nor forget those great natural resources of hydraulic power.
In this problem, the contiguity and proximity of our neighbors
to the south and the north afford at least a suggestion of a
unification for common ends, as these States embrace within
their limits the natural courses of those greater tributaries
which find their way to the sea through the confines of our
State. It is not unlikely that we should find a willingness
upon their part to jointly contribute to a cause so beneficial
to the industrial development, common and peculiar, not to
Massachusetts alone but to the whole of New England. Such
a program, too, will no more than parallel like programs in
other portions of the United States, and which in their de-
velopment at times seem to hazard the early supremacy of
New England. In the meantime we should indeed be dere-
lict in our duty if we failed to safeguard the common and
community interest against selfish encroachment and private
acquisition which for personal and temporal greed will handi-
cap the natural inheritance of the whole people.

Service Men

The Legislature, which has just concluded, again placed
Massachusetts in the van in appreciation of her service men
by a bonus and due supplementary legislation. We do not
propose to permit technicalities or lapse of time to operate as
a barrier to just merit. We shall accordingly submit suffi-
cient legislation to ensure the absolute accomplishment of our
original purpose.

In all of these references it is far from my purpose to
transgress on the province of what may be included in the
subsequent executive message. Yet the predominance of
the topics and the intimate relation they bear to this House
of Representatives are so paramount as to well warrant their
inclusion and attention at this time. Indeed I feel privileged
to assume that this House does not propose to assemble
without a declaration of its purpose to record an accomplish-
ment of legislation which will fairly square with the needs,
the frugality and progress of the hour.
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Americanization.
However big with promise the new year may be, however

heavily freighted with industrial gain and material prosperity,
we may not well forget that we shortly approach the ter-
centenary of that time when that little band of Pilgrims,
the first permanent pioneers who trod on the western soil,
landed at Provincetown, after the signing of that memorable
compact, and thence made Plymouth to found the parent
American colony, from whose genius and ideals have ema-
nated that people than whom, to-day, there is none prouder
or more potential in modern civilization. So with all this
bustle and business of the latter day, we continue to revere
their memory, to adulate their ideals and to glory in that
republic they so humbly and yet so religiously founded. It
was and it is, to be sure, far removed from the red terror
and the devastation of the soviet. The ideals of that little
band, however, though austere, were flavored with a freedom
of the Anglo-Saxon, and from liberty under law, there
evolved the government of laws and not of men, crowned by
the supremacy of the continued and immortal preservation of
orderly government and of the maintenance of law and
order. The hand of Massachusetts has never rested heavily
upon freedom of thought or generality of ideas. But she does
most emphatically join her sister states in the prohibition of
force, bloodshed and disorder as a means to overturn organ-
ized, established and equitable government. So, indeed, we
are fully justified in debarring from our shores those who are
unwilling to profess reverence and belief in Deity and conse-
creation to stable government, and who deny the sanctity of
family itself, a cornerstone of the American Republic.

So, fortified and chastened by the ideals and hardships of
the Plymouth colony of yore, we proudly reconsecreate our
efforts to an awakened and alert Americanism, glorying in
the majesty of our Commonwealth, but not less glorying in
our common emblem and the sovereignty and majesty of our
indissoluble Union.
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